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Abstract – INTRODUCTION: Despite the short- and long-term benefits, the continuous use of orthotics causes impairments due to 

movement restriction, such as disuse atrophy of ankle plantar flexor muscles. Consequently, an inefficient push-off might be present, 

generating kinematic compensations in distant regions of the ankle (e.g. pelvis), due to force transmission thru interactions of the body 

kinetic chain. Thus, the objective of present pilot study is to verify whether there is a difference between conventional polypropylene 

ankle foot orthosis (AFO) and tridimensional (3D) printing AFO with and without ankle external propulsion system, in pelvis 

kinematics during the gait of children with cerebral palsy (CP). METHODS: This pilot study investigated the plegic lower limb 

kinematic data, during self-selected walking speed, of five children with hemiplegic CP (5 to 17 years old) were collected with a 3D 

motion analysis system. One-way ANOVA repeated measures was used to compared pelvis frontal and transverse plane amplitudes in 

two hinged AFO on three conditions – conventional, 3D printing with and without propulsion system. RESULTS: Pelvis amplitude in 

transverse plane showed differences between conditions (p = 0,04), indicating that AFO with propulsion system increases pelvic 

rotation during gait. That is, more energy might reach pelvis coming from the ankle, through 3D printing AFO with propulsion system, 

increasing pelvis transverse plane movement, and facilitating the swing of the contralateral limb forward. Pelvis frontal plane 

amplitude was not significant (p = 0,16). CONCLUSION: Gait analysis demonstrated differences in the transverse plane amplitude of 

the pelvis, when comparing the three AFO conditions. The assistance of a propulsion system simulating the action of the triceps sural 

muscle might be able to increase pelvic rotation in the transverse plane, positively impacting gait pattern. Pelvic rotation may influence 

other gait parameters such as step length and symmetry between limbs, which should be investigated in the future. 
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1. Introduction 
Ankle foot orthosis (AFO) plays an important role in treatment of patients with neuromuscular impairments, such as 

cerebral palsy (CP) [1]. The AFOs are prescribed aiming the prevention and/or correction of foot deformities, function 

improvement, ankle efficiency and performance, facilitating functional activities, such as gait, of children with CP [2,3]. 

Therefore, the non-use of AFOs by patients with CP can deteriorate their gait and joints range of motion [4]. 

There are several types of AFOs commonly prescribe for CP population [6,7]. Hinged AFO (HAFO) is an example of 

orthosis which blocks plantar flexion without restricting ankle dorsiflexion and is often used in children with CP and 

equine gait pattern – excessive plantar flexion caused by spasticity and/or contracture of plantar flexor muscles [7]. HAFO 

in these cases (children with excessive plantar flexion gait pattern) is indicated to assist some alterations that might be 

present during their gait, as compromise stability, due to loss of progression and smaller support base, lower speed gait and 

the shorter step length [5]. Despite short- and long-term benefits, the continuous use of AFOs causes impairments, such as 

atrophy of the plantar flexor muscles due to ankle disuse through movement restriction. 

Once the ankle during gait, through plantar flexor muscles, is responsible for 2/3 of the energy generated in terminal 

stance phase [8], the use of AFOs, can affect the gait puff-off phase,  restricting movement and atrophying ankle muscles. 
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Consequently, an inefficient push-off might generate kinematics compensations distant from the ankle, due to force 

transmission via body interactions of kinetic chain. An example would be the coupling between the foot and pelvis 

movements [9,10], which plays an important role in gait temporal parameters. 

Considering that children with CP might have their push-off affected by an impaired plantar flexor muscles, an 

orthosis with external propulsion system can compensate the muscle inefficiency of these individuals. The purpose of 

an AFO with propulsion system would be to simulate the triceps sural muscle during stance phase of gait, minimizing 

the impact on terminal stance phase and, thus, possible compensations. 

In this context, tridimensional (3D) printed devices allows a more accurate biomechanical analysis of the 

disadvantages of these devices, through the manufacture of more specific models for each patient, with personalized 

and functional design. Therefore, improvement of gait pattern is an important goal in treatment of children with CP, 

due to its impact on autonomy and participation of these children in society [2]. Thus, the present pilot study objective 

is to verify whether there is a difference between conventional polypropylene AFO and 3D printing AFO, with and 

without ankle external propulsion system, in pelvis kinematics during the gait of children with CP. 

 

2. Methods 
2.1. Sample 

This cross-sectional pilot study was conducted with five children, recruited in Rehabilitation Association of Minas 

Gerais (AMR). The inclusion criteria were (1) age between 5 and 17 years old; (2) diagnostic of hemiplegic spastic 

CP; (3) use daily unilateral HAFO; (4) have not undergone botulinum toxin and/or orthopedic surgery on lower limb 

in the last six months. Children were excluded if they report pain or discomfort during data collection. This study was 

approved by the Ethics Committee (CAAE: 22988719900005149). 

 
2.2. Procedures 

The children were instructed to walk at their self-selected walking speed in a 5 meters walkway in  three 

conditions, conventional AFO and 3D printing AFOs with and without external propulsion system, while kinematic 

data were captured by a tridimensional motion analysis system (11 cameras Oqus 7+, Qualisys Track Motion, 

Sweden). Conditions order were randomized, and eight to ten minutes rest period were given between each trial. Three 

force platforms were used to determined heel strike and toe-off events. 

 
2.3. Data Reduction and Analysis 

Passive markers were placed in plegic limb with orthosis to analyzed kinematic data during gait stance phase. 

Amplitude pelvis movements in relation to the trunk in frontal and transverse planes were analyzed and compared 

between conditions. 

Repeated measures one-way ANOVA was used to verify whether there is a difference between pelvis amplitude 

and conventional AFO, 3D printing AFO without external propulsion system, and 3D printing AFO with external 

propulsion system. All data were processed in SPSS Software (version 21.0) considering α = 0.05. 

 

3. Results 
 Mean curves angles of pelvis amplitudes in frontal and transverse plane in all three conditions are displaced in 

Figure 1. Results from ANOVA analysis, and variables descriptive results are shown in Table 1. Only amplitude of the 

pelvis in transverse plane was different between conditions. 
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Figure 1: Joint angles (°) curves (y-axis) and the percentage of stance phase of gait (%) (x-axis) of pelvis kinematics. (A) Pelvis 

transverse plane movements – negative values: ipsilateral rotation, positive values: contralateral rotation; (B) Pelvis frontal plane 

movements - negative values: abduction, positive values: adduction. Black line – Conventional AFO; Green line – 3D printing AFO 

without external propulsion system; Red line – 3D printing AFO with external propulsion system. 

 

Table 1. Mean, standard deviation and 95% Confidence Interval and ANOVA analysis results from 

amplitudes (°) of the pelvis in transverse and frontal planes during stance phase of gait in the three 

conditions. 

 Amplitude +- SD (CI) 

Conditions Frontal Transverse 

Conventional AFO 

 

10.5 +- 4.6° 

(4.76–16.22) 

15.2 +-5.6° 

(8.28–22.23) 

 

3D printing AFO 

without Propulsion 

 

12.24 +- 8.02° 

(2.28–22.2) 

16.8 +- 5.08° 

(10.48–23.1) 

 

3D printing AFO 

with Propulsion 

 

14.68 +- 5.85° 

(7.41–21.94) 

17.61 +- 5.41° 

(10.88–24.33) 

 

F (2,8) 2.243 4.538 

 

p (ANOVA) 0.16 0. 04 

AFO – Ankle Foot Orthosis; SD – Standard Deviation; CI (95% Confidence Interval) 

 

4. Discussion 
This pilot study verified the difference between three conditions, conventional polypropylene AFO and 3D printing 

AFO, with and without ankle external propulsion system, in pelvis kinematics during the gait of children with CP. 

Transverse and frontal plane pelvis amplitudes of the plegic lower limb were analyzed, but only transverse plane showed 

statistical differences.  

    Pelvis movements in transverse plane assists the movement of the body forward [11]. Therefore, it is possible that 

with more energy reaching the pelvis coming from the ankle through external propulsion system of 3D printing, pelvis 

movements may also increase, facilitating contralateral lower limb passage to the front. This reasoning is reinforced by the 

coupling and force transmission that occur between the foot and pelvis [9,10], and might be supported partially by the 

presented results. 
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In addition, pelvis movements plays an important role in regulating step length [11]. Specifically, pelvis 

rotation in transverse plane increases the forward swing of the contralateral limb and consequently increasing step 

length of the limb with the orthosis [11]. Since it is common individuals with CP have shorter step length in the 

plegic limb, increasing the orthosis leg step length, may also increase the symmetry between the limbs.  

Despite the statistical analysis used in this pilot study only reveals differences between conditions, without 

demonstrated the location of this difference, the examination of the descriptive data shows an increase of pelvis 

amplitude degrees on both, transverse and frontal, planes. Besides that, all AFOs have the same principles, the 

material and manufacturing process are the only alterations among conventional polypropylene and 3D printing 

AFOs, being the propulsion system the single modification between the orthoses. Thus, we can infer that the 

external propulsion system of the 3D printing AFO is responsible for those changes. Furthermore, the amplitude of 

the pelvis in frontal plane may not have revealed difference between conditions because of the small sample size, 

since it is a pilot study. Therefore, the study continuation might clarify the assumptions. 

 

5. Conclusion 
Children tridimensional gait analysis demonstrated differences in the amplitude of the pelvis in transverse plane, 

after comparisons of two types of AFOs, differing on their manufacturing process, in three conditions (conventional 

polypropylene and 3D printing AFO, with and without ankle external propulsion system). Therefore, an external 

propulsion system simulating the triceps sural muscle action might be able to increase pelvic rotation in the transverse 

plane, positively impacting the children gait pattern. Pelvic rotation may influence other gait parameters such as step length 

and symmetry between limbs, which should be investigated in future researches. 
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